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VIVA VITO
because i am so ignorant in such areas,
tony zepeda, who works for gemini lithographs,
was giving me a little briefing on the latest
happenings in art.
he was telling me that the hottest item in new york 
was a wild conceptualist named acconci, 
and i said, "vito acconci," 
and he said, "yeah!"
and i said, "shit, we were freshmen together at holy
cross."
so i explained how we had only had a couple of
conversations
being in different classes and different dorms, 
and me being all wrapped up, in vain, in sports, 
but that there were only he and i and one other guy 
among the freshmen who made it into the literary
magazine that year
and how vito had been hailed campus-wide as a literary
genius.
when he handed in his first short story,
his english teacher announced: "this is the new
james joyce."
then, ten years later, i saw his name 
in the directory of little magazines
and i dropped him a line inquiring how things were going 
and he wrote back a newsy, ingenuous note, 
ratifying my curses of holy cross
and saying, truly or not, that he had seen poems of mine
around,
and explaining how he had abandoned the printed page 
for videotaped "events."
i was glad at the time to be living in good ol'
sublunary 1.a.,
rather than in new york, where there are as many 
movements as muggings.
and today, having been appraised of his success, 
i want to publish my congratulations —  
sincerely, it heartens me to see the truly talented 
receive their due,
and i want to thank him 
for leaving the typing
to those of us who cannot even change our own ribbons 
let alone orchestrate a multi-media happening.
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vito, i hope you become rich and famous,
and especially i hope you remain happy as a kinetic artist, 
because i have no doubt that, should you ever feel like it, 
you could still write rings around my ass.
THAT WAS THE WEEK THAT WAS
Between Monday and Sunday my car required 
a tune-up, clutch cable, generator, battery, and brakes. 
On Wednesday a magazine,
which had a year ago accepted five of my poems, 
went under.
On Tuesday and again on Friday 
I was too hungover to keep down solid food.
My sex life: well, let's put it this way,
I would have considered it group sex 
if a second person was involved.
All in all, however, the week was a success:
I had managed to miss the t.v. remake of Dark Victory.
ONE OF THE MOTHERS OF MY KIDS
She says she always wanted to be a gangster's gun-moll,
but the three men she has lived with
were a struggling young painter,
a struggling young musician,
and a struggling young professor.
Here's one of the many things 
she did to rattle my cage:
when we eloped to Mexico she left a note for her parents
identical to the one the maniac forces
the kidnapped girl to leave in John Fowles' novel,
The Collector.
She told me about it halfway down the Pacific Coast
Highway
and I almost went over the center divider.
Now she assures her friends that I'm a paranoid.
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